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1. By participating in the Network Lucky Drops you agree to the Terms and Conditions outlined here and the ones provided by
the operator.

2. In cases of emergency, 3 Oaks Gaming holds the right to cancel the Lucky Drops promo at any time, including payments
for winnings, if deemed necessary.

3. Only real money rounds can participate in the Lucky Drops campaign.
4. Other than the price to make a spin, there is no additional cost to enter the Network Lucky Drops.
5. Network Lucky Drops rules can be changed anytime.
6. Malfunction voids all payouts.
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!!! For Setup file in Google Sheets please check here

Network Campaign
Name:

Spring Lucky Drops

Period: The LuckyDrops event runs between 12.03.2023 00:00 UTC to 25.03.2023 23:00 UTC

Week 1: 12.03.2023-18.03.2023
Week 2: 19.03.2023-25.03.2023

Hot Period: Hot Period - increases the player's chance of winning a prize.

Week 1: Start from 16.03.2023 0:00 UTC UTC till the end of Weekly Lucky Drops campaign
Week 2: Start from 23.03.2023 0:00 UTC UTC till the end of Weekly Lucky Drops campaign

Games participating: All games

Prize Pool: Prize Pool is 80`000 EUR for this Campaign (or player’s currency equivalent) combined from
several pools by the following structure:
80`000 EUR for (12.03.2023 00:00 UTC to 25.03.2023 23:00 UTC)

- 40 000 EUR in Total for Each Week

Please, check the Prize Pool Distribution Section for more details.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xDAIBAS5fY7h_DRHu6RpsmQjo4NymKJb/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=114629564853794994995&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Qualification: A player must join or opt into any of the participating games.
The minimum bet required to be able to receive a LuckyDrop is 0.2 EUR or the equivalent amount
in the available currencies in the participating game(s).
Every qualifying bet placed on any of the participating games may trigger a random prize from
the prize pool during the promotion period.

Each player can win Maximum 3 prizes.

Win Mechanics: Lucky Drops - offers players the possibility of winning cash prizes at any time during the event
period. The prizes are granted randomly, and all players have the same chance of winning in
every qualifying spin.

Prize payout mechanic: The cash prizes will be automatically credited to the players’ accounts as soon as the win is
triggered. Once a prize is credited, it will be removed from the prize pool.

The prize pool and the minimum bet for this campaign are set in EUR and might be subject to
currency conversion fluctuations.

Lucky Drops Widget: During the Campaign Lucky Drops Widget is updated in real-time with each player's spin.
Without a player’s activity stats are updated on a 10 seconds sync between the game and
promo server.
The number of remaining prizes is shown in real time, on the Lucky Drops widget or in
the Prizes section.
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1. Prizes are paid automatically to winners with the integrated auto-payout feature right after their click on the “COLLECT”
button in the received Win pop-up. The winning player will receive a Win Pop-up after his/her qualifying spin is
successfully finished.

2. The total prize pool of the Campaign is 80`000 EUR (or the player's currency equivalent)
3. The prize distribution table for Daily Lucky Drops is shown below:

Prize distribution

Quantity Prize Value Sum

50 € 150 7,500

70 € 65 4,550

90 € 45 4,050

140 € 35 4,900

150 € 30 4,500

200 € 25 5,000

300 €  15 4,500

500 € 10 5,000

€ 40,000




